Screening and identification of gastric adenocarcinoma metastasis-related genes using cDNA microarray coupled to FDD-PCR.
To identify certain gastric adenocarcinoma metastasis-related genes, an RF-1 cell line (primary tumor from a gastric adenocarcinoma patient) and an RF-48 cell line (its metastatic counterpart) were used as a model for studying the molecular mechanism of tumor metastasis. Two fluorescent cDNA probes, labeled with Cy3 and Cy5 dyes, were prepared from RF-1 and RF-48 mRNA samples by the reverse transcription method. The two color probes were then mixed and hybridized to a cDNA chip constructed with double-dots from 4,096 human genes, and scanned at two wavelengths. The experiment was repeated twice. Differentially expressedn genes from the above two cells were analyzed by use of computer. Of the total genes, 138 (3.4%) revealed differential expression in RF-48 cells compared with RF-1 cells: 81 (2.1%) genes revealed apparent up-regulation, and 56 (1.3%) genes revealed down-regulation. Forty-five genes involved in gastric adenocarcinoma metastasis were cloned using fluorescent differential display-PCR (FDD-PCR), including three novel genes. There were seven differentially expressed genes that presented the same behaviour under both detection methods. The possible roles of some differentially expressed genes, which may be involved in the mechanism of tumor metastasis, were discussed. cDNA chip was used to analyze gene expression in a high-throughput and large-scale manner in combination with FDD-PCR for cloning unknown novel genes. Some genes related to metastasis were preliminarily scanned, which would contribute to disclose the molecular mechanism of gastric adenocarcinoma metastasis and provide new targets for therapeutic intervention.